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The speed of convergence in the functional central limit theorem (or invariance 
principle) for partial sum processes based on real-valued functions of Markov 
processes satisfying Doeblin’s condition is studied where Prokhorov’s metric is used 
to measure the distance between probability distributions on C([O, 11). For 
underlying variables with finite absolute moments of an order greater than two and 
less than five the rate obtained is the same as that in the case of independent and 
identically distributed random variables which is known to be exact. The proof is 
based on Gordin’s decomposition method and the martingale version of 
Skorokhod’s embedding. A non-uniform Berry-Esseen estimate for the maximum 
absolute value of partial sums of bounded functions is also established. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The most natural setting for estimating the speed of convergence in 
Donsker’s functional central limit theorem (also called invariance principle) 
is that of some metric for weak convergence in the function space 
considered. In the present paper we exclusively consider the space 
C = C([O, 11) of all continuous real-valued functions defined on the unit 
interval [0, I]. As usual, C is endowed with the Borel-o-field 9(C) generated 
by the topology of uniform convergence. In [ 161 Prokhorov proposed a 
metric r on the space of all probability distributions on 2’(C) which metrizes 
weak convergence and which is defined by 
r(Qi, Q2) := inf{s > 0: Qr(B) < Q2(BE) + E for all B E 9(C)} 
where B” := (J E C: d(f, B) < E} and d denotes the supremum-metric. So 
Donsker’s functional central limit theorem for partial sum processes St,,) 
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based on independent and identically distributed random variables may be 
stated as follows: 
r(P 0 SC;; ) w) + 0 as n-co. (1-l) 
Here P 0 SC;: denotes the distribution of the C-valued random element Scnj, 
and W denotes Wiener measure, i.e., the distribution of a Brownian motion 
B, with time interval [0, 11. The rate of convergence in (1.1) has been 
studied in [4] and [ 131. If the underlying variables have finite absolute 
moments of order 2 + 26 for some 6 > 0, then 
r(P 0 S$, W) = o(n-““3+*6)), (1.2) 
and this rate is exact for all 6 > 0. As the main result of the present paper we 
show that (1.2) still holds true (for 0 < 6 < ;) if Scnj is the partial sum 
process based on real-valued functions of stationary Markov processes 
satisfying Doeblin’s condition (condition D, ; cf. [6, pp. 192 and 221 I). More 
precisely, we consider a stationary Markov process (XJ”.+,, (defined on 
some basic probability space (Q,sT, P)) with an abstract measurable state 
space (X, 9) and transition kernel K: XX 9 -+ [0, 11. Following [ 121 we 
call K)n>o a Doeblin process if for the sequence (K”)n>l of the n-step tran- 
sition kernels there exist constants ME [ 1, co) and q E (0, 1) as well as a 
probability distribution z on 5I’ such that 
xEs;“,p,, IK”k B) - @)I < Mq” for all n> 1, (1.3) 
and if X,, is distributed according to 71. As is well known it follows from 
(1.3) that the sequence (X,Jnao is q-mixing with mixing-coefficients 
~0, < 2Mq” for all n > 0; cf. [ 12, Sect. 81. 
For any measurable function f: X + R we call the sequence (Q,, , of the 
random variables & = f(X,J a functional of the Doeblin process (X,Jn.+O. 
KJn> 1 is again stationary and q-mixing with mixing-coefficients less than 
or equal to o,. Under the assumptions E(<:) < co and E(<,) = 0 this 
implies ,‘YJF?i ]E(<, &)I < co and o2 := E(t:) + 2X:=2 W,t,) > 0; cf. [6, 
Lemma V.7.3; or 2, Sect. 201. Suppose u* > 0 and define the sequence 
N”,L> 1 of C-valued partial sum processes based on (c,),,> i by s,,,(t) := 
~-~n-~‘* CfEl ti for t = kn-‘, k = 0, l,..., n, and by linear interpolation on 
the subintervals. In [ 1 ] Billingsley has shown that (1.1) holds if 
Jw,1*+*“) < co for some 6 > 0, whereas his Theorem 20.1 in [2] implies 
that (1.1) is also true if E(<:) < co. Concerning the rate in (1.1) we can 
show 
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THEOREM 1. Let (&,),,1 be a functional of the Doeblin process (XJnao 
such that I?(<,) = 0, E(Ir, I”‘“) < 00 or some 6 E (0, i) and a2 > 0. Then f 
(1.2) holds true. 
According to this theorem the rate of convergence in the invariance prin- 
ciple for functionals of Doeblin processes is the same as that in the case of 
independent, identically distributed random variables, as long as we restrict 
our attention to variables with finite absolute moments of an order less than 
five. If moments of higher order exist, our calculations yield the estimate 
r(P 0 SG:, W) = O(n-“4(log n)3’4). (1.4) 
The results of Theorem 1 and (1.4) are not restricted to the stationary case, 
i.e., we may replace the stationary distribution rr of X,, by certain other initial 
distributions. 
COROLLARY. Let X0 be distributed according to the initial distribution ,u 
on 9. If ,u is absolutely continuous w.r.t. II and has a bounded density, then 
the statements of Theorem 1 and (1.4) remain true. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 and (1.4) which will be given in Section 2 we 
have to construct versions of the processes Scnj and B, defined on the same 
probability space and having sample paths which are close together in 
probability. Bounds of r(P o S,f , W’) = r(P o S(;f, P o B; ‘) are then an easy 
consequence of the elementary inequality 
r(Porl~l,Por-‘)~E+P(d(r,r)~&) for each E > 0, (1.5) 
which is valid for any pair <, v of C-valued random elements defined on the 
same probability space; see [ 13, (1.7)]. T o carry out the construction we 
employ Gordin’s well-known decomposition method, cf. [8, 12, 15 and 191, 
which enables us to approximate the sequence (Q,,, by certain martingale 
differences. Their partial sums may then be viewed as a randomly stopped 
Brownian motion according to the martingale version of the Skorokhod 
embedding scheme, and if an appropriate truncation is added, this procedure 
yields the optimum rate for 0 < 6 < j. The restriction w.r.t. 6 is caused by 
properties of Skorokhod’s embedding which make it impossible to obtain the 
rate O(n- 1’4) even for independent and identically distributed random 
variables which are uniformly bounded; cf. [4] and [ 181. 
Any estimate of r(P o SG~, IV) implies Berry-Esseen-type rates for real- 
valued functions of ScnJ and B, satisfying certain Lipschitz conditions; cf. [4, 
p. 2081. Such rates obtained from Theorem 1 or (1.4) are weaker than 
O(n-“4) even for a uniformly bounded sequence (Q,,, . For the special 
function H: C+ R, H(f) := supoGtcl (f(t)\, however, a much better estimate 
is available which is even non-uniform. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (<,),,, be a functional of the Doeblin process (X,,)n.+o 
with (& ) < m < 00, E(&) = 0 and u2 > 0. Then there exists a finite constant 
c depending only on M, q and m such that for all n > 2 and x > 0 
IP( Iy;;n 1 Sk1 < oxn”2) - w(x)1 < ce-Xn-“2(log n)‘12 
where S, := C:=l & and w(x) := P(sup,<,<, ]B,l <x). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 2. It is based on the structure 
of H combined with a special property of Skorokhod’s embedding, namely, 
(3.5) in Section 7.3 of [20]; cf. (2.9) in Section 2. In [ 171 this approach is 
employed to obtain the uniform rate O(n-“‘(log n)“‘) in the case of 
independent, identically distributed and uniformly bounded random 
variables. Using Gordin’s decomposition method the above generalization to 
bounded functionals of Doeblin processes can be established where non- 
uniformness w.r.t. x follows from a suitable refinement of some arguments in 
[171* 
2. PROOFS 
The proofs of the theorems require that some lemmas be given first. The 
following martingale inequality from [9] is essential. It is related to the 
results in [7]. 
LEMMA 1. If r~, ,..., qn is a martingale dtzerence sequence w.r.t. the non- 
decreasing o-fields Sg , ST; ,..., Fn then for all y, u, v > 0 
G 5 p(I’lil > u, 
i=l 
+2P f E(rlfI&-,) > v) +2exp(yu-‘(1 -log(yuu-I))). 
( i=l 
The oscillation behaviour of the paths of a Brownian motion is well 
known; see, for example, [ 10, p. 1131. 
LEMMA 2. If (B(t)),,, is a Brownian motion then for all a, E > 0 and 
o<y< 1 
P( sup I B(s) - B(t)1 > E) < 12(a + 1)(2~y)-“~s-’ exp(-.s2/18y). 
O<S,I<Cl 
Is-fl<Y 
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In the remaining part of the paper it is convenient to use the following 
notational conventions: 
Atf := 0(X,, ,..., X,) and J,” := u(X~, X,, i ,...) for all n > 1. 
]] - ]ln denotes the L,-norm for 2 < a < co. 
c denotes a finite constant of indefinite value depending only on M and q 
from (1.3) and on parameters from conditions on moments (like S), but on 
nothing else; especially c is always independent of n. 
Using these conventions we summarize the properties of Gordin’s decom- 
position in the special case of functionals of Doeblin processes; cf. [ 121 and 
1151. 
LEMMA 3. Let (C&J,,, be a functional of the Doeblin process (X,Jnao 
and suppose that E(] r, 1 2+26) < 00 for some 6 > 0 and E(<,) = 0. Then the 
series 
converge in L,, 26 and almost surely for all n > 1. (n,,)“>, and (t;,,),,, , are 
stationary sequences with E(n,) = 0 and E([,) = 0, andfor all n > 1 we have 
r,=v,-I;“,, +L. (2.1) 
h)n> 1 is a martingale d@erence sequence w.r.t. (A&>,, . Furthermore, for 
2<a<2+26, 
E(Iv,I”)GcE(lW) (2.2) 
and 
E(I t-1 I”> G cE(It, I”>. (2.3) 
The variables n, and 4, may be represented in the form 
vn = g(x,-‘JJ and C, = h(X,-J (2.4) 
where g: X x X+ R and h: X + R are measurable functions which are 
independent of n. 
If (I is essentially bounded then the variables n, and [, are essentially 
bounded too, and 
Il%llm~CIl~lllm and Il~,llm~cIIuc~ (2.5) 
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ProoJ As in [ 12, p. 1401, one gets for n, k 2 0 such that n + k > 0 and 
2<a<2+26 
hence CEO ]]E(&+k l&)]j, < c ]]<,]llr < co. Now convergence of q,, and &, 
and the inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) are obvious. Equation (2.1) is an 
immediate consequence of the definitions. The representations in (2.4) follow 
from the Markov property and from stationarity of the Doeblin process 
KJn>o; they now imply stationarity of (v,,),>i and ([J,,, . E(q,) = 0, 
E(&) = 0 and the martingale property of (r,),>, are immediate. If rl is 
essentially bounded then, letting a increase to infinity in (2.6), 
so that C& IE(<,+, ] .&)I < c ]lri lla). This proves (2.5) and the lemma. I 
Estimates on the growth of the partial sum variance for p-mixing 
sequences have been established by many authors. For the special case of 
functionals of Doeblin processes the following result is given already in [6, 
Lemma V.7.41. 
LEMMA 4. If (t,,).,, is a functional of the Doeblin process (Xn)n>o and 
E(r,) = 0 then for all n > 1 
Since the variables of a martingale difference sequence are uncorrelated 
Lemma 4 is an easy consequence of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose a2 = 1 w.1.o.g. Fix 6 E (0, 5) and n > 1 and 
define a measurable mapping S, : R” + C by S,(x, ,..., x,,)(t) := n-“’ C:=, xi 
if t = kn - ’ and by linear interpolation on the subintervals. Let the sequences 
(VA> 1 and (LJn z I be defined according to Lemma 3. Then 
r(P 0 S;:, w) Q r(P 0 Sn(tl,..., W’, P 0 S,(V, ,-., VJ’) 
+ r(P 0 S,(rl, ,..., Q’, w). 
By (1.5), (2.1) and stationarity of (t;,),,, one gets for any E > 0 
r(P 0 S,(C, ,..., ty,p o S”(VlY.., r,>-‘1 
< 2.5 + P( SUP I S”K ,...Y CJO - S,h ,.**9 s,)Wl 2 2&l 
O<f<l 
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If E=n~Sl(3+*S)(n-1/(6+4s) +~(I~,l*+*Sz(1~,1~~‘/‘3+*63))3/(4+46)) then the 
right-hand side of this inequality is a ~(n-““+~~‘) because of (2.3). To 
handle with r(P o S,(q, ,..., q,,-I, W) we set 
d .= n3/*(3+*6)(log q6 
n * 
and for i = l,..., n 
rlAi :=Viz(lVil <dn)-E(Viz(lViI G dn) I&‘) 
and 
Then 
Vii := Viz(l Vi I > dn) - E(9iz(l Vi I > dn) I -xbp ‘1’ 
We set w n := (log n)-’ + E(I q, /2+2sZ(l q, / > d,))“‘4+46’ and E, := 
IZ -s’(3 + *‘)w, and obtain by another application of (1.5) 
Let us derive an estimate of the mean value in the case 0 < 6 < 1. Since 
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s:l ,***, tl:n is a martingale difference sequence w.r.t. &, AA,...,.&, 
Theorem 11.3.2 and Corollary 11.3.1 of [5] imply 
i IViI”“(IViI >Qf,))*) 
i=l 
From (2.4) and stationarity of (?i)i>l it follows that the sequence @i)i~l 
with pi := I vi1 1+61(lqi] > d,) -E(]ni]‘+SI(I~,] > d,)) is a functional of the 
Doeblin process (Xi)i>O where Xi := (Xi, Xi+ r); hence by Lemma 4 
E ( (5 IVi11+81(IViI > dn)j*) 
i=l 
<2E ( /i~~~~)2)+~(~,~~l~i11t6~~I~~I~~~~~)2 
< c[nE@:) + n*Etl~~I~+~~t~~~I > d,))*l 
< c[W VI I 2+26~h > 4)) 
+ n* d;*-*“E(I tyl 1 2+2smh > 4N21. 
Combining these estimates we arrive at 
r(P 0 S,(rtl Y..., v”)-l, p o s,(tl;, Y-*.9 ?iJ’) 
< C[E, + E, *-*8n-8E(Iq,I 2+2smA > d”)) 
+ E; 2-26n1-6 d,2-2q3(Jv,I *+*sz(l?j,l > d,))2] =o(n-““3+2S’) 
according to our choices of E, and d,. 
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For 1 < 6 < 4 we use Theorem 11.3.2 and Corollary 11.3.1 of [5] again to 
obtain 
<c E 
[ (( 
t E(Irl~J’1+S”2 I&‘))‘) +E(,yx” /q;i/2+2s)] 
i=l 
+ IVil iY] 
(1+s)‘2z(J~iI > da)) ‘) 
+ 4Vll 2+26mIll > 4))l 
+ WV1 I 2+26wfl > d”)) 
I 
where pi := I vi] (1ts)‘2Z(l~il > d,) - E(I ~iJ(1ts)‘2Z(l~il > d,)). Since da,),,, is 
a functional of the Doeblin process (Xi)i>O we can apply Lemma 3 to 
clji)i>lT and another application of Theorem 11.3.2 and Corollary 11.3.1 of 
[5] reduces the exponent four in E((C;=, pi)“) to the exponent two. Then 
Lemma 4 is appropriate again. Carrying out these calculations one gets 
Gcl4v,l 2+2sZ(lv,l >d,))+n2d,2-2SE(I~,12+2SZ(I~lI >d,))’ 
+ n4 d,6-6sE(Jv, J2+2sZ(Jq,) > dn))4], 
hence 
QJ 0 S,(rl, ,..., vJ1, P 0 S,(rlA, ,..., rlA,)-‘) 
~c[E,+E,~-~~~-~E(~~,~~+~~Z(I~~I > d,)) 
+ &,*-*sn’-s d,2-2sE(~~1~2+2sz()?fl~ > d,))2 
+ c,2-26n3-Sd-6-6Sq~v n I )2+2az (I 81 I> 4J)41 
= o(n-“l’3+28’). 
It remains to consider r(P o S,(q$, ,..., r,$,)-‘, W). Here we introduce the 
Skorokhod embedding for martingale difference sequences which allows an 
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estimation by means of inequality (1.5) again. W.1.o.g. we may assume that 
on the underlying probability space there exist non-negative random 
variables 0 = r,,,, r,, ,..., r,, and a Brownian motion (B(t)),,, with the 
following properties: 
For k = 0, l,..., n, Tnk:= CtEo tni is a Markov time w.r.t. (AY’(t)),>0 where 
.9(t) := u((B,: 0 <s <t}). 
n -“‘1rl~i = B(Tai) - B(Te,,- 1) for i = I,..., n. 
If ~9~~ := {F E F: F n { T,,i < t) E 9(t) f or all t > 0) denotes the a-field of 
all events observable before T,,i then for i = I,..., n 
For any p > 1 there exists a finite constant L, depending only on p where 
L, < 4 such that for z = l,..., n 
The variables r,O, r ,,,,..., r,, may be constructed as in Theorem 37.6 and 
37.7 of [3]. Billingsley’s proof is for independent summands, but it is a 
straightforward matter to obtain a martingale version using conditional 
probability distribution techniques. In this construction Trio, T,,, ,..., T,,, are 
Markov times w.r.t. the Brownian motion B whereas larger filtrations are 
used in Strassen’s original Theorem 4.3 of [21]. This point, however, is not 
essential for our application; we could work with Strassen’s theorem too. 
Now, we define a process H, with sample paths in C by H,(t) := B(t) if 
t=kn-’ for k=O, I,..., n and by linear interpolation on the subintervals. 
Then 
where B, denotes the restriction of B to the time interval [0, 11. By (1.5) and 
Lemma 2 
‘(P~H,‘,P~B;‘)<E~+P( sup IH,(t)-B(t)l>.$ 
O<f<l 
,< E, + c~“~E;’ exp (-nsi/18) = ~(n-*‘(‘+~*‘). 
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In the remaining part of the proof we write 
U n := n-2S’(3+2G)(log n)-*wi/36, u, := (36e)-2n-4S”3+26)(log n)-3~i, 
r, := n3”3+2S)(log n)-*w;/36, s, := (36e)- 2n6/‘3+*6)(log n)-3,,,;, 
yn := n -2s’c3+2S)(log n)-‘w;/36. 
Then by (1.5), Lemmas 1 and 2 and the properties of the Skorokhod 
embedding for n large enough 
r(P 0 S,(rl:, ,..., r;,J ‘9 P 0 H, ‘> 
f7 max 
I. I 
l<k<n Tnk- 5 E(zni19n,i-l) <Yn[ 
i=l 
I) 
< 2, + 2P( sup IB(s) - i?(t)1 > E”) 
o<s,t<3 
Is-t1 <Yn 
+ ’ ‘(1 5ni - E(Tni I gn,i- I>1 > un) 
,Tl 
+ 2P 2 E(r;,(9 
( n,i-1) > vn) 
+ 2 exp(y,u;‘(l - log(y,u,v~‘))) 
i=l 
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because of 
< c~,~n-~ 2 E(q;f) < c~;~n-~E(q;Z(lq,( <d,)) 
i=l 
< c~,~n-~ df:-2SE(~~,~2+2S). 
Except for the two probabilities elementary calculations show that the right- 
hand side of the last inequality is a o(n- 6’(3t26)). Furthermore, for n large 
enough we have 
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since X1= r E(qyZ(l vi] < d,)) Q nd~-2SE(1 v1 I”‘“) if 0 < 6 < 1 and <nE(qf) if 
1 < 6 < i so that Cr=r E(q$Z(Jq,) <d,)) < n2u,/576 for 0 < 6 < 5 and n 
large enough. Here 6 < t is essential. By an application of Lemma 4 to the 
functional ($Z(J vi1 < d,) - E(I qi(4Z(( vi] < d,)))+ r of the Doeblin process 
txi)i>O we now arrive at 
To handle the remaining probability we use E(q:) = 0’ = 1, which is 
shown in [ 19, p. 1341. Hence for n large enough 
max 
lCk<n 
i (WC:) - 1) 
i=l 
< 5 IWAf) - Wi$)l 
i=l 
= 5 IwmB~l t G dn)) -E(E(vIZ(I’I~I G dn) IAb-‘>‘> -E(~f)l 
i=l 
and therefore 
An application of Lemma 1 to the first term on the right-hand side with 7, u 
and v replaced by y,n/3, r,/3 and sJ9 establishes a bound which is a 
0 -s’(3+26)). The same holds true for the second term. To see this observe 
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that by stationarity and the Markov property (r,$ - E(r$)),,i is a 
functional of the Doeblin process (Xi)i>O. So Lemma 3 is appropriate again, 
and an application of Lemma 1 to the approximating martingale difference 
sequence yields the desired result. Since all these calculations are similar to 
those already given they are omitted. 1 
The proof of (1.4) requires only minor changes in the considerations 
presented above. 
Proof of the Corollary. We restrict ourselves to the case 6 E (0, $) and 
assume u2 = 1 w.l.0.g. Let (xJflhO denote the Doeblin process with kernel K 
and stationary distribution rr, and let P, and E, denote the corresponding 
probability distribution and mean value operator, respectively. For the 
partial sum processes S(nj based on the functional (l,),, i = df(X,J)“> ,we 
have r(P, 0 S;;, IV) = o(K~“~+~“‘) by Theorem 1. 
Now we consider the Markov process (Y,Jnao with transition kernel K 
and initial distribution ,U and the partial sum processes &, based on the 
random variables q,, := f(Y,,). It remains to show r(P o S6f, P, o S;f) = 
o(n -s’(3t2s)) where P is the probability induced by K and ,u. To obtain this 
estimate we use the following well-known procedure, cf. [ 11, p. 366-3671: 
For 1 < 2 < n define C-valued random elements Scl,nj and fcl nJ by 
S(,,n,(t) := n-1’2 ~~=,+, & and g,,,,,(t) := n-l’* C~=,+r vi if t= kn” and 
by linear interpolation on the subintervals. Then by (1.5) and stationarity of 
KJ”, 1 for E > 0 
Since ,u has a bounded density h w.r.t. x we have for any E > 0 
r(P 0 s,t, P 0 s”;,:,) 
<E+i:P(lq,> i ,~n”~1-‘)~~+((h(l,ZP,(Jr,I~~n”~1-’) 
i=l 
< C(E + 1 3+2SE-2-2$-1-S 1 
where the finite constant c is independent of E, 1 and n. Finally, cf. [ 14, 
P* 351, 
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Combining these estimates we arrive at 
Putting E = n -6/(3+26ylog n)-’ and I = [-log n/log q] + 1 for n large 
enough, where [x] denotes the integer part of x E R, the desired result 
follows. I 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is convenient here to use the following additional 
convention: ci, c2 ,... and n,, n, ,... denote finite constants and positive 
integers of a fixed value which may depend on M, q and m, but on nothing 
else. Assume a* = 1 again and choose the sequences (g,),, I and (Q,, 1 
according to Lemma 3. Using the estimate 
u/(b) - u/(a) = P(a < sup IB(Ql< b) < 2P(a < sup B(t) < b) 
OSfSl O<fSI 
= (8/7c)“’ jab e-u212 du < (S/~L)“‘(~J -a) eeazi2 (2.7) 
for 0 < II <b < co it is straightforward to obtain for IZ > 1, 0 < 6 < 1 and 
x24 
I P( ‘Ff& I s, I < xn l’*) - y/(x)1 
< (32/n)‘/* 6e-x*‘* +p(ls~~~+l ICil > 8n1’2) 
where s, := CF=, vi. Since I& <cl < co by (2.5) we get for all IZ > 12, 
putting 6 = c, n - l’* 
To produce a bound for the supremum on the right-hand side we introduce 
the Skorokhod embedding for the martingale difference sequence 
?& := n -“*rfi, i = l,..., n, where the same notation is used as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Since the variables qAi are bounded by n- “*c2, cf. (2.5), the 
random times rni and T,,i may be chosen such that they satisfy the additional 
condition 
SUP IB(Tn*i-1 + f)-B(T,,i_l)I < n-“*C2 for i= l,..., n. (2.9) 
OSf<T,j 
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This is quite obvious by an inspection of the construction in [3]. By 
arguments parallel to those given in the proof of inequality (3.2) of [ 171, 
(2.7) and (2.9) imply for n >, 1, y > 0 and 0 < y < f 
< c[yye-y2’3 + n-1’2 epy213 + P(J T,, - 11 > 2y)]. 
By Lemma 1 for y, E > 0 
J’(I Tn, - 1 I 2 27) < ZJ 
(I 
+’ 
<c ev4ne3 + exp(ye-‘(1 - log(yen/4ci))) 
L 
+P 
(I 
f E(~fI~l,...,~i-,)-n >yn . 
i=l I )1 
The remaining probability can be dealt with as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
that is, by combining Lemmas 1 and 3 in an appropriate way. Therefore we 
do not give the details here but only state the finite result: There exist c3, c, 
and It2 such that for x24 and n>n, with n-‘c3<y<a and &>cjK1 
sup lP(l~f~n IsA <yn1’2) - wO)I 
Y>W 
< c[yxe-“w + ,-l/2 p4/12 + C4np3 + exp(ys-‘(1 - log(c,eyn)))]. 
Taking (2.8) into account, we obtain for x 2 4, n > n3 and E > 0 such that 
n-‘c,<y<a and e>cjn-’ 
IP( ,Fa<x I Sk I < xn 1’2) - w@)l 
< c[ye-3x + e-Xn-“2(log n)1’2 + e14n-3 + exp(ys-‘(l- log(c,eyn)))]. 
(2.10) 
Put y = y(x, n) := c;“~ eXn-1’2(log(nex))1’2 and E = .2(x, n) := 
c4 
- 1/2,xn- ‘l’(log(ne”))- 112; then easy calculations show that the right-hand 
side of (2.10) is of the form ce-“n-1’2(log n)“2. If n is large enough 
(independent of x!) then the conditions n -ic3 < y(x, n) and c3 n- ’ < E(X, n) 
are satisfied so that the assertion of the theorem is proved for all x > 4 and 
n > n4 with y(x, n) < i. 
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Consider now x > 4 and n > n4 such that ~(x, n) > f. Then by (2.8) and 
Lemma 1 for all u > c2 
+ P( sup I W)l > x/2)1 
O$IS 1 
< c[e-“n-“‘(log n)“’ 
+ exp(xn”*K’(l - log(xn-“‘u/2&)/2) + e-3X]. 
Putting u = n’13/3 we have u > c, for n large enough, and for x > 6c:e* we 
obtain exp(xn”‘u-‘(l - log(xn-“‘u/2cG))/2) < ce-“n-“2(log ,)1’2. 
Finally, f < y(x, n) implies e-3X < ce-“n-“‘(log n)“‘. So we have proved 
the assertion for all x 2 cS and n > n4. The theorem follows by a suitable 
enlargement of the constant on the right-hand side of the desired 
inequality. I 
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